LAWRENCE COLLEGE, APPLETON, WIS.

George A. Whiting, owner, philanthropist, yesterday by Miss Virginia Paulsell, addressed the Senior class in the special place reserved for him during the taking of their group portraits. He then spoke briefly of his interest in athletics and his generosity. The fourteen acres of land which raises the endowment fund of this college, exclusive of plant and buildings, worth $4,800,000, and the squad which would indicate that a lot of money is spent, were unveiled at the time.

Thirtieth Film, To Take Final Trial

Successful Sunset Club Candles Wednesday, May 30, To Be Chosen

Thirty-five students were selected and the work has been set for Wednesday afternoon at 5:20, and twenty-six of these will be selected as to the size of the squad this year.

Dormitory Officers

All-college walk-around is so closely interrelated, that its origin lies in the hazy realm of athletics, but it is expected that by the end of the week the question as to the size of the squad this year. The results are a team which will be in the preliminary tryouts. He will be followed a week later by the mens' autumn teams.

Mantell-Hamper Co. To Present Shakespearean Plays At Oshkosh

"The Merchant of Venice," "As You Like It," and "Macbeth," will be presented by the Mantell-Hamper Co., under the management of Mr. and Mrs. John D. B. Hamper, of Chicago.
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Personalities Of South Talk Topic

Dr. Fairfield Describes Places of Interest in South In Southerner's Talk Wednesday

"Personalities I have met in the South, not being, as before, those I have lived," was the subject of a conference address given Wednesday morning by Dr. O. T. Fairfield.

Dr. Fairfield described the many places of historic interest he visited in Virginia, the first being Jamestown, first permanent white settlement on American soil. In Jamestown many places of vital interest are marked with plaques, such as the place of birth of the first white child on American soil. In Richmond, Dr. Fairfield visited the present St. John's church where Patrick Henry spoke his immortal words. The church remains essentially the same as it was in 1776. "It is not larger than our chapel platform," Dr. Fairfield pointed out.

"In Mount Vernon we find the famous Mason's church building between the Mason and George Washington estates. The two men each desired to have the church on the property, and finally compromised. "From Mount Vernon," Dr. Fairfield continued, "one can easily follow the route of Lafayette as he crossed Cornwallis, commander of the British forces, the route is marked well. One can almost picture the battle of Yorktown with Cornwallis on our side of the bay and the patriots on the other." As a result of our military history, the old house was destroyed, and we are left with a picture of the old house, as well as a picture of the battle."

"In Mount Vernon we find the famous Mason's church building between the Mason and George Washington estates. The two men each desired to have the church on the property, and finally compromised. "From Mount Vernon," Dr. Fairfield commented, "the route is marked well. One can almost picture the battle of Yorktown with Cornwallis on our side of the bay and the patriots on the other.

"The ancestral home of Thomas Jefferson, Monticello, appealed to me more than anything else in the South," he declared. "The plantation seemed to portray the very personality of the man who built it. His individuality filled the home from the weather vane beside the square double-faced clock in the hall." Dr. Fairfield described the University of Virginia campus, founded by Jefferson, who was the last conspicuous citizen in his family. The library is at one end of the campus with redwoods on both sides of the street. Professors' houses occupy the front row. The two story southern porches of the houses are connected, "Jefferson may have been a dreamer, but I believe he built these connected porches in order to make it easier to travel around the campus without coming in contact with the outside world," Dr. Fairfield commented. "The streets are open with porches long since dead, but men were with whom our noses came in contact of old today," he said in closing.

The University is at one end of the campus with redwoods on both sides of the street. Professors' houses occupy the front row. The two story southern porches of the houses are connected, "Jefferson may have been a dreamer, but I believe he built these connected porches in order to make it easier to travel around the campus without coming in contact with the outside world," Dr. Fairfield commented. "The streets are open with porches long since dead, but men were with whom our noses came in contact of old today," he said in closing.

Autumn of '79

WHILE Yale and Princeton were bating a tale at Hoboken, New Jersey, a small group of scientists, directed by Thomas A. Edison, was busy at Menlo Park, only a few miles away. On October 21st, their work resulted in the first practical electric light. In honor of the pioneer achievement, and of lighting progress, the nation this year observes Light's Golden Jubilee.

Much of this progress in lighting has been the achievement of college-trained men employed by General Electric.

 Rotary Club Hears Lawrence Professor

"The Economic and Industrial Development of South Africa," were launched by Dr. Rufus M. Bugg, professor of economics and geology of Lawrence college, at a meeting of the Lawrence Rotary club held in the Hotel Northwestern inn. Dr. Bugg recently returned from an extensive tour of South Africa.

Geology Classes In Study of Quarry

Geology chosen this week are studying the geology of the New York State quarry. These geologists were given the use of the quarry by E. J. H. Kopp, manager of the company.
Coaches Seek Games For Frosh Gridders

Three coaching positions opened up in the first football game of the season last Saturday, when it got in his way, and everyone else is feeling the same way. After being rushed all last week, the Frosh have been free to picture the prize, and there is no doubt that they will not be forced to the gods of war.

The chief of staff reports that there are some of our own boys who are on the bill. It's going to be give and take, and a question of who can take the most and keep on giving.

The results are still coming in to Milwaukee and screen Chippewa's appreciation meeting. Give them a break and travel on their train tomorrow. There's a good worth seeing at Milwaukee as they get there if you have to walk.

There's no use trying to put anything to any lures that don't deal with that game, so we won't try. There's an use thinking about anything else besides that game, so don't you try. We can not get down to Milwaukee tomorrow, so for crying out loud, let's all try. No one is promised a win for Lawrence, but we guarantee a real battle, the greatest since the World War. See you in Milwaukee, and don't forget to say hello because they'll be roll call and we want to have you there.

Visit.

Hockey Practice

There will be women's hockey practice every Wednesday at 4:00, in addition to the practices already scheduled.

Roy Fish, '23, Wenus, visited ferret brothers at the Theta house yesterday.

The FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF APPLETON
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000.00

CRAZY

We may be crazy on some things but we make your clothes to suit you.

CAHAIL THE TAILOR
104 E. COLLEGE AVE. (Upstairs)

The FIRST TRUST COMPANY
OF APPLETON
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000.00
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CROSS COUNTRY SEASON OPENS NEXT SATURDAY

With the opening of the cross country season little more than a week away, prospects for this year's squad are somewhat vague. Capt. Frank Jones, ex-Capt. Wrood, and some veterans of last year's undefeated squad, Charles Reitsema, are the only experienced runners returning to the fold. With the loss of Art Meulman and Ray Hoenig by graduation, Coach A. C. Duncan is looking over his material for two men to fill up his squad.

Next Saturday, Oshkosh State Froshmen's College is on the books for a race in the local pastures and those who won't be at the Northwest football game will have a chance to see Duncan's aggregates.

Among the boys who are trying to step into the first two men are Kozelka, Al May, and possibly Jtnasup are preparing to fill the other two places. Kozelka's make is still harder to run as he is a little stronger and has less injury than his shoulder which he has in the line. Kozelka formerly played for a backfield position may be called the fun of it if he is needed more there.

Hendel, who broke a toe to run all over Oshkosh's field for three blocks down last week, probably will be watched closely. Hendel has been posted to stop any such players, so we won't try. We can not get down to Milwaukee tomorrow, so for crying out loud, let's all try. No one is promised a win for Lawrence, but we guarantee a real battle, the greatest since the World War. See you in Milwaukee, and don't forget to say hello because they'll be roll call and we want to have you there.
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Practice Hours Take Away Pleasure Of "Con" Students

This year, conservatory students have no opportunity for walking down College street, munching tasty apples and ice cream cones. Nor do they spend long hours in Snider's over the front and rear. Yet, each student is faced with his "roll" for the purpose of practice, and each half hour is a "penance." Getting in the swing of things is still more a scene of jumbled noises and discords.

The weary college student now will no longer have to tell the conservatory. The weary college student is confined to his "cell," for every student is assigned a certain number of practice hours, and with each absence comes a deduction of credit. No longer do students get credit for having paid for it. They must pay for every hour of practice, and each half hour is a "policeman" appears on the scene in search of transient malcontents.

With the definite idea of increasing the number of students who enrol in the conservatory, the conservatory faculty has laid down new rules, causing every student to sign up for weekly practice hours. In addition, every student must sign for the "roll," not only on the attic, but also in Snider's. With the addition of the new rating, the conservatory is still more a scene of jumbled noises and discords.

Great improvement is anticipated in results for time spent at the conservatory, but the conservatory is not the only place where students get credit for having paid for it. With the definite idea of increasing the number of anticipated members for the season's work, the conservatory is still more a scene of jumbled noises and discords.

Expect About 100 In Glee Club Tryouts

With only half of the tryouts for the men's glee club completed, the number of anticipated members for this year's ensemble will probably meet the demands of the season. Triumphant times were started on Tuesday by Dean Carl J. Waterman, and will continue throughout the week. Last year's group was composed of about 30 men, including members of the men's varsity glee club. Men who have not tried out are urged to do so at once as rehearsals for the men's work will start Monday, Oct. 7.

Mantell-Hamper Co.
To Appear At Oshkosh

(Continued From Page 1)

the plays. "The Merchant of Ven­

ice" will be presented Thursday even­

ing. "As You Like It" will be given as a musical performance Friday, Oct. 11 and "Mudeth," as the final presenta­tion. Reserve seats may be obtained by mail order at the Grand Theatre, Oshkosh, begin­ning Monday, Oct. 7. Prices are 50 cents, $1.00 and $1.30.

Sigma Alpha Iota Presents Recital

Opening the Conservatory season of formal student recitals, members of Sigma Alpha Iota, were present in guest masts at Foundry hall, Mon­
day evening, September 30. A large and appreciative audience was in attendance. The program, which included vocal and instrumental num­bers, was arranged by Barbara Sim­mons, artistic chairman.

Christina Polycarpus, Opus 49. No, 2 was played by Helga Herte as the opening number. A clarinet solo, Chopin's "Berceuse" Opus 77, was played by Dorothy Place, fol­lowed by "Prelude" by Cyril Scott, which was sung by Elmer E. Bloss, Margaretta Graess and Dorothy Place presented a flute and clarinet duet. "Millancum" by Spencer, "House­man, and "Children of the Moon" by House­man, and "Children of the Moon" by House­man. The program was concluded by the performance of Charles W. Wind's "Whirlwind," by Kranz, was played by Margaretta Graess as a flute solo. The program was concluded by the performance of Charles W. Wind's "Whirlwind," by Kranz, was played by Margaretta Graess as a flute solo.

For Every Smart College Wardrobe
There are the Right Shades in
Phoenix Hosiery

That's why co-eds at the foremost colleges show a decided preference at all times. Our complete dis­play in chiffon, service or semi-ser­vice weights includes a wide choice of heels and a range of colors sponsored by eminent stylists.

$1.50 per pair $3.95
SOLD EXCLUSIVELY AT GEENEN'S
"YOU'RE ALWAYS WELCOME HERE"

Boy Friend: Well, Sugar, what d'yasay to a ride in this gas chariot?
Girl Friend: You're a dear—and Goodyear's too—now you can give ME some of the attention you've been giving the girls.

Boy Friend: Sure thing, sweet, all Gibson Rent-a-Cars have Goodyears.

Go to the Marquette Game
for less than railroad fare

Here's your chance to see that game of the season against the Hilltoppers without blowing in all of the family exchequer for car fare.
You can make up a party of five and not only have a cleaner, more pleasant ride, but have it at much less cost than railroad fare—just by taking a Gibson Rent-a-Car.

New Ford closed cars with gas and oil furnished. Phone 3192 right now for reservations.

Gibson Ford Rental Co.
211-213 W. College Ave.